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About Article
Archive
Publications
There is much that is current, exciting, and new in
church communications and my website:
www.effectivechurchcom.com works hard to keep
you updated on all of this.
At the same time there is much that is timeless in
church communications. No matter what channel or
form you use to pass on your message, what makes a
good newsletter, bulletin, or church overview has similar characteristics
whether you communicate it on the digitally or in print.
I’ve been working in and writing about church communications for a long
time and have lots of materials in the form of scans and PDFs that, though
the format and quality varies tremendously, contains a lot of useful,
timeless material. The material comes from a variety of newsletters,
books, magazines I’ve written for in the past.
Some of it I’ve redone in books and web articles, but rather than hoarding
it until I can make it pretty and perfect, I’m collecting what I have and
making it available in inexpensive PDF format.
The bits of retro humor you get from old publications, Compuserve email
addresses, observing my changes in weight, haircolor, and eyeglasses
(how could I think that was stylish at one time?), are thrown in for free.
Needless to say, ignore all addresses, emails, etc. that are in these. My
current email is: yvon@effectivechurchcom.com.

about the.......

Bulletins
Article Archive
Church bulletins are some of the most important
communications we produce in the church today for two
primary reasons:
1. They may be the first piece of Christian literature an
unchurched person sees and their connection to Jesus and
salvation can either start or end with their interaction with
your bulletin.
2. They are a key link to your congregation for involvement
in the church and further spiritual growth.
The articles in this archive come from almost two decades
of tips and ideas on church bulletins. Some are from
newsletters I did in the past or articles I wrote for other newsletters, and
one section is layout examples from a book I wrote.
Be sure to also look at the Great idea Swap book on Bulletins available at
www.effectivechurchcom.com that contains over 100 pages of samples of
Bulletins from churches. For a more indepth book on the various parts of
a successful church bulletin and how create each part of them, please look
complete how-to book on Church Bulletins available at www.lulu.com/
yvonprehn.

Wriring

Write for results, not just to inspire
Have you ever heard someone described as being "so heavenly minded
they were no earthly good?"
In a similar vein, the book of James
talks about "faith, by itself, if it is not
accompanied by action, is dead'' (James
2: 17).
Neither of these statements put down
the value either of being heavenly minded or of having faith, but they illustrate a
challenge to those who write Christian
desktop publishing. That challenge is to
combine your inspirational messages
with a clear call for life-changing action.
There are two key reasons for doing
this. First, is the example of the how
Jesus communicated, and second is the
need for clear messages in people's lives
today.
Jesus communicated for action
Much of Jesus' communication followed the two-step process of first teaching a spiritual truth and then asking for
action. The Sermon on the Mount in
Matthew 5-7 gives numerous examples
of this method:
Teaching: "You are the salt of the
earth. . . . You are the light of the world."
Action: "Let your light shine before men that they may see your good
deeds and praise your Father in heaven"
(Matthew 5: 13-16).
Teaching: "Why do you worry

about clothes? See how the lilies of the
field grow. They do not labor or spin. . . .
If that is how God clothes the grass of the
field, which is here today and tomorrow
is thrown into the fire, will he not much
more clothe you, 0 you of little faith?"
Action: "So do not worry" (Matthew
528-33).
Life today requires clear
communication
If you want people to do something
based on your communication. tell them
clearly. Don't assume they will figure out
what YOU want or give or volunteer based
on vague spiritual promptings. People
don't have the time.
Much writing done by DTP is in
newsletters, bulletins, donor letters and
updates. These pieces need a responseask for it . For example:
If you are writing to inspire a life
change based on Christian teaching, give
a brief biblical lesson and follow with a
clear statement of how to apply it to
e v e ~ d life.
a~
If you need volunteers, state the
need, list clearly how many people you
need, what the requirements and commitments are, and what training will be
given.
If you have a financial need, give
the background, show precisely what the
funds will be used for and then ask for a
clear commitment.
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Please Share
your stuff!!!

Two great ways to deal with church news
that doesn't fit in your regular sections
Doing desktop publishing in a ministry setting isn't often a
tidy, organized process. Many things happen in people's
lives and ministry events that don't fit into pre-assigned
categories. Barb De Kruyter of the Richland Bible Church in
Richland, MI has found a great solve this challenge with her
Bulletin Board and Bits & Pieces section as illustrated below.
I

I

Bits and Pieces
Ask Dave and Julianne Clark about their
family vacation. They had some problems
...something about a guy named Georaes.
* Four RBC men (Clarence Avers, Steve
Henderson. Stan Hurn, and L a r ~
Wallace)
participated in the Apple Cider Century,
that is they rode their bikes for 100 miles
over some very rough terrain.
* Men's Church ~easueBasketball: Sign up
on Sundays during the month of October.
The $30 registration fee is needed at the
time of signup. (Dan Georae , 685-0628)
* Two of our teens (Hollv Russell and Todd
De Kruyter) are student leaders in a
program called Teen HEART. They do peer
abstinence presentations, including
discussion and drama, to junior high and
high school groups.

two Wolverine Conference top scorers.
*This month is the last month the Dobson
inserts will be included in the newsletter
mailing. They will still be available at the
Welcome Center for those who are
interested. (Cost cutting measures.)
A Richland Bible Church artist is looking
for volunteers to model for a charcoal
portrait (an hour at a time). She is
looking for men or women, young and old.
(Who knows, it could be very interesting.
Lwk what happened to Mona Lisa!) Also
needed, a way to cut matting and framing
expenses. (Jeanette Miller, 3 5 3-4936)
* A note from Chris and Jennifer McKenzie
says that it's been five months since they
left RBC t o move to Indianapolis. They still
miss us but have recently found a church
that's on fire for the Lord like RBC.

Barb describes these pieces i n this way: "the Bulletin
Board. . .it's handy for me, because I can include odd announcements that don't necessarily fit anywhere else. The best read
column in the paper, one which accomplishes much the same
thing, is the Bits and Pieces. I've experimented with various
places to place it, and eventually Landed on the last page/mailer.
It's very flexible and catches the readefs eye immediately. I try
to make that column a place to highlight people and their
accomplishments and a place to inject a little humor. Our church
is growing quickly. One of my main objectives for the newsletter
is to warm up the church for new people and make them feel like
they too belong and know what's going on at the church."

Editofs note: with a church secretary with a heart for ministry
and love for people that it takes to put together a section like Bits &
Pieces it's easy to see why that church is growing! A column like
Bits & Pieces is a wonderful way to makefolks feel included. A
section like the Bulletin Board can allow lots offlexibility and less
stress both in deadlines and in production of a newsletter. Just do
that page always last and save room for the last minute, unrelated
to anything else items that come in.

1f you've done a DTP
project or have an
idea that has
worked out well,
please share it!
Send samples,
permission to use
them, and your
comments on them
to: Cyberchurch
Communications,
4360 East Main
Street, #459,
Ventura, CA 93003.
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We can't respond to
each piece, but we
may use your work
in a variety of ways
(newsletter, web or
other publications)
to help and encourage others to do
their best in DTP
for the kingdom of

V Be sure to include the little things in
your publications
by Yvon York Prehn
One of the occupational hazards
of doing DTP work for any length of time
at a church or ministry, is over-familiarity.
Without thinking, it is easy to assume that
everyone knows the people, time, and
location of events as well as the people do
in the headquarters or church office.
But they don't. And when a DTP
publication doesn't give complete information about where an event is to take
place and all of the details about it, don't
be surprised if the response is not what
you expected.
People are too busy today to call
back to an office for basic details. Or they
might be a newcomer and feel like
everybody but them knows who is in
charge or where it is and they may be too
shy or embarrassed to ask.

What to include on
calendars:
Name of event
If this isn't clear, clarify it. For
example, my church has an event known
as "Hospitality Night." From the title
alone you'd have no idea that it is a free
meal for singles hosted by married
couples in the church. Explain somewhere
what an event is unless it is totally selfexplanatory.

Location
Give the address and if necessary,
directions. An excellent solution that one
church adopted was to always give
directions to an event from the church.
They reasoned that everybody knew
where the church was since that is where
they heard about the event. Especially in a
large metropolitan area, a common
starting point such as this is helpful.

Contact person
No matter how well you know
them, some folks may have no idea that
it's Cathy or Jane or Ann that always hosts
a certain event. This is especially important for any event that involves ctuldren or
teens; parents need a contact person.

Phone number

Folks get lost, confused, or have
questions. If you can provide a work
number as well as home phone that's
even better. If the church office is the one
to call, list the number and extension
right there. Not everybody has the
number memorized and people might not
have the time to look it up.

Time and duration
Time is so important, but again left
out often on the assumption that "everybody knows when the newcomer coffee
starts. . ." Everybody doesn't know.
Duration is also important especially for
newcomers or folks needing to get child
care. Are you asking them to commit for
an hour, a day, an entire evening, or part
of one? People may not be willing to ask
and with today's busy schedules, this can
be a major determinate if many come or
not.

Tost or contribution required
If someone shows up to an event
and can't pay for it, they may turn
around and walk away. If a food item is
desired, but not required, state that. If
there is no cost, let people know. If a
scholarship is available, let them know
and tell them who to contact.

Reasons why people don't
already include these things
Objection: "It won't fit on the
calendar."
Solutions: Experiment with
smaller type. Strive to get one that prints
clearly at small sizes-test options on
your printer. Use variety in bold, italic,
etc. to make the various parts of the
announcement stand out.
Or make a bigger calendar. What is
the use of a tidy little calendar if it
doesn't serve people'?
Objection: "But it's so boring to
type up all this little stuff all the time."
This is one you probably wouldn't say
out loud, but it's often in our heads.
Solutions: Put reoccurring information in a scrapbook or other place in

Singles dinner at
Cathy Evans-

POTLUCK DINNER
a t Cathy Evans
555 Anywhere Lane

555-1234
630-930

The top example is what ofren appears in
ministry calendars. But that brief listing
can be confusing and unhelpful to
everyone but ministry insiders. Be kind
and include all the important details in
your calendar listings as the second
example below. In the top example limes
is the typeface in the bottom one, Lithos is
used for the header and Tekton for the
remainder:
your computer or make a macro so you
can pull it up whenever needed.
Remember that what you are
doing is servant work-sort of footwashing with the computer. Lots of the
jobs we do to carefully inform people
are repetitive and boring, but that little
bit of information may be just the one
someone needed to get them to an event
that changes their life.

Tip of the month
To make sure that you get
all of the information that you
need when putting together a
calendar, make up a little form
to give to people before they
submit any information to you.
Don't accept material for your
publication unless it is all
filled in and you'll save yourself lots of follow-up phone
calls.

End notes, Reprint Information, Resources, etc.
P ermission tto
o repr
oduce ar
ticles:
reproduce
articles:
You may reproduce single copies of any of the content in this publication for your
church staff or you may reprint it in any publication or website that is intended to
help churches without additional permission and with my blessings.
PLEASE use the following citation:
by Yvon Prehn, www.effectivechurchcom.com
I would appreciate you linking to the website, www.effectivechurchcom.com.
PLEASE let your friends know about our ministry of helping church communicators
and the resources we have for them at www.lulu.com/yvonprehn.

Interview info:
If you would like to interview Yvon Prehn on any of the topics in this publication or
any topic related to church communications for either print articles or other
media, I’d be happy to chat—contact me through yvon@effectivechurchcom.com.
I have done extensive radio work, some television, and am comfortable with
unscripted interviews, call-in, and talk formats.

Additional resources, training and church communication instruction:
The website: www.effectivechurchcom.com has hundreds of articles, videos,
podcasts and additional resources to help you grow as an effective church
communicator. The website has free materials, low-cost downloadable communication helps, and materials available to members only,
Effective Church Communications also has a church communication resources
storefront at www.lulu.com/yvonprehn that sells downloadable and paperback
books and instructional materials on CDs.

Citation note:
Some of the material here appeared in earlier versions of articles in Christian
Computing Magazine, articles in my newsletters or other publications, my misc.
books and reprints, or on my website, www.effectivechurchcom.com. I’m always
advising church communicators of the importance of repetition and I repeat key
articles, advice, and key communication teachings in many ways.

Scripture versions and citations:
Unless otherwise noted, Bible verses are from the New International Version.
Scripture taken from the HOLY BIBLE, NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION®. Copyright
© 1973, 1978, 1984 International Bible Society. Used by permission of Zondervan. All rights reserved.
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Yvon Prehn
Ventura, CA

About Effective Church
Communications
Effective Church Communications is a ministry that provides
training, resources, and inspiration to help church communicators
fully fulfill the Great Commission. The hub of our ministry is the website: www.effectivechurchcom.com.
Our definition of effective church communication is communication that fully fulfills the Great Commission—
that helps people come to know Jesus as Savior and helps grow them to mature discipleship.
Our approach to church communications includes more than design and communication construction how-tos,
though we have lots of them. It includes foundational, biblical teaching related to communications, communication leadership, and church communciation teams. We constantly remind church communicators that we
have been entrusted with the words of eternal life and the eternal destinies of people depend on how well we
communicate the gospel of Jesus Christ.
Though we work hard to stay current with technology (our training is web-based, we tweet, podcast, and are
moderate tech junkies), we value and teach timeless communication skills and principles. The majority of our
training has application in every communication channel from print to podcasts.
We believe churches of every size, from tiny house churches to mega-churches benefit from clear, effective
communication. We strongly encourage churches be who they are in their communications and to reflect their
unique denomination and heritage. We encourage them to speak personally to their congregation and community rather than copy the latest mega-church or marketing trend.
We do not allow, encourage, link to, or promote in any way, irreverent, profane language or snarky, cynical
approaches to church communication or in the discussion of it. We serve a holy God and we seek in all we do to
walk worthy as we communicate a worthy message.
We strongly believe church communicators, from any size church, who use any software, with any skill level, can
do all the work they need to, with the people (staff and volunteers) they have, to create the communications
needed at their church. We also believe church communicators from churches of every size and description be
an encouragement and help to each other.
Though we encourage church communicators to pour their hearts, minds, and souls into the hard work of
communicating the words of eternal life, we are constantly aware that our words will only accomplish eternal
results because of His blessing of them and His working through them, by our eternal God.

About Yvon Prehn
Yvon Prehn is the founder and director of the training site for church communicators,
www.effectivechurchcom.com.
Yvon has worked in communication ministry for over 25 years. She was a free-lance newspaper reporter and
religion writer for the Colorado Springs SUN. She was a top-rated, national trainer in desktop publishing for
Padgett/Thompson, the nation’s largest one-day seminar company when desktop publishing was first invented.
She worked as a communications consultant and trainer for many of the ministries headquartered in Colorado
Springs and was senior editor at both Compassion International and Young life International. For fourteen years
she traveled full-time all over North America teaching seminars on church communications.
Yvon has written for many of the major Christian magazines. Her most recent books include: Church Bulletins,
how to create and use them to touch and change lives, Church Connection Cards, and The Five Steps of
Effective Church Communications & Marketing, all available at www.lulu.com/yvonprehn.
Yvon has a master’s degree in Church History and has done additional extensive graduate work in theology and
communications. She has taught high school English and was an adjunct professor in church history at Regis
University. She is the wife of a bi-vocational pastor and does the secretarial and church communications work
for her husband Paul, in addition to co-teaching in a variety of ministry settings at the church they work with in
Ventura, California.

